A prospective method is developed to improve the measurement precision of self-excited force in sectional model test. The measured self-excited force for a rectangular cross section with depth-width ratio 1:2 has significant nonlinear characteristics. For spring-suspended bluff sectional model, structural nonlinearities are not ignorable in governing equation of motion; because of the weak nonlinear characteristics of self-excited force. An equivalent linearization method is adopted to model the added damping and stiffness effect via free decay response in zero wind speed condition. It is found that the nonlinear characteristics of added damping effect are rather obvious, while that of added stiffness effects is considerably weak. Employing implicit Newmark-β integration method, a numerical validation procedure is carried out to verify the proposed identification methods. The calculated results agree quite well with tested ones. This research work has significant applications for further study of nonlinear unsteady wind induced instabilities.
Introduction
The aeroelastic phenomena caused by interaction between passing wind and structure has been a subject of interest to civil engineers since the collapse of old Tacoma Narrows Bridge in 1940s. Early experiments by Parkinson (1989) , Otsuki (1974) , Bearman (1987) and Bouclin (1977) et al demonstrate that a slender elastic structure with aerodynamically bluff section is prone to galloping, which has strong nonlinear and unsteady characteristics. To review the actual mechanism of galloping, it is necessary to measure nonlinear aerodynamic force with high precision in wind tunnel test. For civil engineering structures with bluff sections, unsteady galloping is always excited in the low wind speed region; as a result, selfexcited force is several orders of magnitude smaller than inertial force of the structure itself. In conventional sectional model test, force balances are put at the end of sectional model to directly measure total force. Since the inertial force accounts for a large proportion of measured total force, the precision of self-excited force remains relatively low. In this study, the technique of internally-placing force balances into sectional model is developed to get high-precision self-excited force, i.e. the sectional model is designed into two separate parts: outer "coat part" and inner "frame part", the two parts are connected by force balances. The measured force only consists of inertial force of outer "coat part" and self-excited force, and the precision of self-excited force will be largely improved (Zhu et al 2012) .
Conventionally, forced and free vibrations are both basic test means to study unsteady galloping (Bearman et al 1987 , Bouclin 1977 , Otsuki 1974 , Parkinson 1989 , Simiu 1996 . However, the interaction mechanism between fluid and structure is totally different for the two methods. For free vibration test, the unsteady fluid field excites structure to vibrate, and the vibration of structure will further influence the flow pattern back; thus the influence of dominate aerodynamic nonlinear factor will be gradually amplified in the process of vibration. While in the case of forced vibration, the behavior of section model is controlled by mechanical driving system; the disturbed fluid field by the motion of sectional model can not in turn influence the model vibration, therefore the interaction mechanism is incomplete in forced vibration. It remains questionable whether forced vibration is applicable in studying unsteady galloping or not. In this study, forced and free vibration tests with the same bluff sectional model are carried out. Experiment results are compared and contribute to better understanding of nonlinear unsteady galloping phenomenon.
From another perspective, for spring-suspended sectional model undergoing unsteady galloping, both structural and aerodynamic nonlinearities will inevitably lead to nonlinear oscillation phenomenon. Since the aerodynamic nonlinearity is rather weak for unsteady galloping, the structural nonlinearities are not ignorable when free-oscillation test is employed. It has been proved that the vibration system parameters (i.e. damping and frequency) are nonlinear functions of vibration amplitude to some extend, even if the elongated springs are rather linear over the entire range of oscillation. Gao et al. (2013) built up a theory to identify amplitude dependency of damping and frequency of spring-suspended sectional model in zero wind speed condition. The identified nonlinear damping and frequency involves all nonlinear factors including aerodynamic force acting on the model in zero wind speed, i.e. added damping and added stiffness(or equivalently, added mass) effects. In governing equation of motion for non-zero wind speed conditions, damping and frequency parameters should not include added damping and added stiffness effects. In consideration of nonlinear aerodynamic effect of bluff section, added damping and added stiffness effects in zero wind speed will definitely be nonlinear. In this study, an equivalent linearization method is developed to identify the added damping and stiffness nonlinearities in spring-suspended free vibration system from free decay response with an initial excitation in zero wind speed condition. Then the effective damping and stiffness term in governing equation of motion for non-zero wind speed conditions can be obtained by excluding added damping and stiffness from identified total damping and stiffness.
In summary, this paper proposes a new perspective to clarify source of nonlinearities for bluff sectional model. Firstly, a new sectional model test technique is employed to get high-precise nonlinear self-excited force. Next, the structural nonlinearities in springsuspended system are modeled by removing the influence of aerodynamic force in zero wind speed condition. This research lays significant foundation for further studying unsteady galloping phenomenon.
Comparison of forced and free vibration tests

Sectional model with internally-placed force balances
A typical rectangular section model with depth-width ratio 1:2 is adopted to investigate unsteady galloping. To get high-accuracy self-excited force directly, the outer 'coat part' of the middle segment in Fig.1 is connected to the 'frame part' by a pair of high sensitive piezoelectric dynamic balances; dynamic displacement and acceleration are measured simultaneously together with the dynamic forces. Fig.1 shows schematic set up of the spring-suspended free vibration test (two end plates not shown). The sectional model has a length of 1.665m, with 50mm deep and 100mm wide. The total mass of sectional model is 6.298kg, and the mass of coat part of middle segment is only 0.448kg. Fig.2 displays detailed arrangement of cross section (connections between balance and "cloth part" or "frame part" are shown schematically).
In the process of oscillation, the pair of force balances measure inertial force and aerodynamic force of the coat part of middle segment. The governing equation of motion of coat part of middle segment can be described as 
(1) where m is mass of coat part of middle segment, ( ) ms f t is summation of measured force, ( ) se f t is total self-excited force acting on the coat part.
Since the mass of coat part is much lower than the total mass of sectional model, selfexcited force accounts for considerably large proportion of measured force. In forced vibration test, the arrangement of sectional model is kept the same, only the springs and arms are replaced by a mechanical driving system placed outside of TJ-1 wind tunnel.
Comparison of forced and free vibration test results
In spring-suspended free vibration test, typical unsteady galloping phenomenon is observed. The sectional model exhibits limit cycle oscillation (LCO) in unstable region ( (Fig.6 (b) ). Furthermore, increasing wind speed and vibration amplitude leads to little change in higher order components. Fig.5 (b) shows displacement and self-excited force diagram when vibration amplitude is kept at 8mm, indicating almost linear relationship, and similar results will be obtained if the vibration amplitude increases as large as to 20mm or vibration frequency changes. Fig.7 (b) displays time history of instantaneous frequency, the frequency modulation effect is due to imperfect control precision of forced vibration driving system, which is completely different from the free vibration case. Fig.7 Comparison of frequency modulation effect Then why are test results so inconsistent by free and forced vibration? It seems to suggest that the formulation of nonlinear oscillation of unsteady galloping relies heavily on fluid-structure feedback system, where fluid and structure need to interact freely with each other to form the feedback mechanism. This is indeed the fundamental meaning of selfexcited vibration or aeroelastic phenomenon. It comes no surprise to find that the fluid force acting on the same sectional model displays completely different properties. The forced vibration system is likely not applicable to study nonlinear unsteady fluid-structure interaction phenomena. Based on the tests results and analyses above, free vibration technique is chosen to further study unsteady galloping.
Governing equations of motion for free vibration test
For spring-suspended system depicted in Fig.1 , governing equation of motion in smooth flow field can be described as ( , ) ( )
where M is total effective mass of vibration system, ( , ) S x x is nonlinear force in the mechanical system, which can be assumed to have negligible memory effect and expressed as a function of current motion state.
( ) se F t is the total aerodynamic force acting on the sectional model.
The nonlinear force ( , ) S x x can be further divided into two parts according to its effects on the vibration system
where ( , ) D x x is effective nonlinear damping force term, which is not in phase with displacement ( ) x t and as a result dissipates mechanical energy. ( , ) K x x is effective nonlinear restoring force term, which is in phase with displacement ( ) x t and as a result only influences the frequency of vibration system.
As discussed above, for flowing air conditions, aerodynamic force has been taken into account by ( ) se F t term in Eq.(2) . On the other hand, modal parameters of spring-suspended vibration system is usually identified by free decay response in zero wind speed condition, which means the added stiffness (or equivalently added mass) and added damping effect will be inevitably incorporated. Then the identified mechanical force terms should exclude nonlinear added stiffness and added damping force respectively.
(5) where 0 ( , ) D x x is identified nonlinear damping force in zero wind speed, which involves all damping factors in the vibration system, ( , ) a D x x is the added damping force in zero wind speed, which represents nonlinear damping effect of fluid on sectional model; 0 ( , ) K x x is identified nonlinear restoring force in zero wind speed condition, which involves all frequency-influencing factors, ( , ) a K x x is added stiffness in zero wind speed condition, which represents nonlinear effect of surrounding fluid on frequency of sectional model. (Gao et al,2013) , what follows in this paper mainly focuses on the identification theory of added damping force ( , ) a D x x and added stiffness ( , ) a K x x in zero wind speed condition.
Equivalent linearization method for identifying nonlinear added damping and stiffness
Eq. (2) ~ Eq. (5) demonstrate that it is necessary to model nonlinear damping and stiffness property in the spring-suspended free vibration system. Nonlinear mechanical property identification problem has been widely studies, but still not well solved, which should be attributed to its complex physical sources. The physical sources of nonlinear mechanical property in spring-suspended free vibration system can be classified into the following categories: 1) Elastic hysteresis effect in springs, arms and metal frame of sectional model; 2) Friction at joints, connections and interfaces; 3) Nonlinear forces by surrounding fluid on sectional model, arms, spring, etc. The complex physical sources of nonlinear mechanical property make it impractical to construct the nonlinear damping and stiffness directly from physical meanings. However, if the mechanical property can be assumed to keep stable in the process of experiment, then it can be modeled in an indirect way. In this study, the widely used Equivalent Linearization Method (ELM) in the theory of nonlinear vibration (Nayfeh & Mook 1979 ) is used to approximate Eq. (2) by the following linearized equation:
where is the equivalent amplitude. 
where is the instantaneous circular frequency, which can calculated from displacement time history through HHT method or the time domain algorithm proposed by the author. Then equivalent expression of Eq. (4) ~ Eq. (5) can be obtained:
(10) The above nonlinear mechanical parameters are identified via free decay response in zero wind speed condition. Among them, total damping term 0 ( ) D ) and total stiffness term 0 ( ) K ) can be identified by displacement free decay response (Gao et al 2013) . Added damping term ( ) a D ) and added stiffness term ( ) a K ) can be identified via force balances response in zero wind speed condition. Similar to the procedure in non-zero wind speed conditions, aerodynamic force should be firstly obtained by removing inertial force from measured force, as indicated in Eq.(1). Noting that in zero wind speed condition, oscillatory sectional model is affected by its surrounding air, just as that in non-zero wind speed conditions, so it is reasonable to use the term 'self-excited force' in both situations.
Added damping identification method
In the process of free decay vibration with an initial excitation in zero wind speed condition, total dissipation of mechanical energy by aerodynamic force can be expressed as 
where 0 ( ) se f t is self-excited force acting on the middle segment in free decay vibration, x is velocity time history of sectional model, which can be obtained with discrete difference method based on sampled displacement signal.
According to the philosophy of ELM, phase effect is higher order small quantity compared to amplitude effect on mechanical energy dissipation in weakly nonlinear system. So phase effect can be averaged out by getting the trend of 0 ( ) W t :
According to the law of conservation of energy, the power of the work of aerodynamic force equals the power of mechanical dissipation: Combing Eq. (13) and Eq. (14), added damping term ( ) a D ) can be expressed as:
where E is the instantaneous total mechanical energy of spring-suspended system. The added damping coefficient can be further expressed into viscous damping coefficient form:
To further minimize identification error, above identification process should be conducted several times by repeatedly free decay the model in zero wind speed condition; final added damping coefficients should be the least square fit of the identified results.
Added stiffness identification method
The added stiffness term ( ) a K ) can be identified through two different ways. 1) Integration-average identification method The added restoring force can be approximated by removing added damping force from total aerodynamic force.
(17) Similar to added damping force, phase effect is also higher order small quantity compared to amplitude effect on vibration frequency. Average the phase effect on the left side of Eq. (17)
Average the phase effect on the right side of Eq. (17) (20) 2) Aerodynamic force-displacement diagram identification method In the process of free decay vibration, if displacement ( ) x t reaches its maxima or minima, the velocity ( ) x t is definitely zero. Assuming memory effect is negligible in the mechanical vibration system, zero velocity corresponds to zero instantaneous damping force. Then a series of 'pure' added restoring force and corresponding amplitude can be got from aerodynamic and displacement diagram, by picking maxima and minima of displacement ( ) 
To further minimize identification error, above identification process also should be conducted several times; final added stiffness coefficients should be the least square fit of the identified results.
Nonlinear added damping and added stiffness of sectional model
In the process of free decay vibration with an initial excitation in zero wind speed condition, comparison of work done by aerodynamic force and total dissipation of mechanical energy are shown in Fig.8 , the mechanical energy consumed by added damping effect takes a large proportion in total dissipation of mechanical energy. Furthermore, identified total and added damping ratio are displayed in Fig.9 , as can be seen, both total and added damping ratio are nonlinear functions of amplitude, proving the necessity of identifying nonlinear damping effect. The part between the two curves in Fig.8 represents the effective damping ratio in Eq. (7). Fig.10 shows the comparison of added stiffness identification results by two proposed methods, and the results are in fairly good agreement, confirming the applicability of proposed identification methods. Different from damping ratio in Fig.9 , the nonlinearities of total stiffness and added stiffness of sectional model are considerably weak in Fig.10 , which may due to the fact that nonlinear restoring force in sectional model vibration system is small compared with linear restoring force provided by elongated springs. Fig.11 demonstrates the displacement and aerodynamic force phase diagram in the process of free decay. It can be seen clearly that the shape and trend of hysteretic loops changes dramatically during the amplitude developing stage, indicating the change of added damping and stiffness. Discrete peak points[ ( ),
( restore are also shown in Fig.11 . A numerical validation procedure will be carried out in the following paragraph to verify the proposed identification method in this paper. Firstly, identified self-excited force time history is depicted in Fig.12 in non-zero wind speed condition; As can be seen, the amplitude of self-excited force is about 10%~20% of measured force by force balances and the precision can be improved when use Eq.(1) to obtain self-excited force. In addition, the curve shape of aerodynamic force is distorted from sine wave, which indicates the nonlinear aerodynamic property of rectangular section.
The basic checking rule is that identified effective damping and stiffness together with high-precision aerodynamic force should satisfy Eq. (7) , i.e. satisfy equilibrium condition in every moments. Since we care more about displacement response in practical application, a more rigorous rule is used to check the displacement response time history with experimental results.
Implicit Newmark-β method is employed to numerically integrate Eq.(7). The initial time is chosen as certain sampled time point when displacement reaches its peak response and initial velocity equals zero. Fig.13 shows the comparison of calculated and tested displacement time history. The calculated results are a little bit smaller than the tested one during developing stage, and agree quite well during stable stage. 
Conclusions
This study has introduced some new perspectives about how to study unsteady galloping phenomena in wind tunnel test. First of all, by separating the outer 'coat part' from 'frame part' and measuring the total force of 'coat part' only, the precision of self-excited force measurement will be greatly improved. Then spring-suspended free vibration and forced vibration tests are undertaken respectively, and the inconsistence of test results indicates that the formulation of nonlinear unsteady galloping rely heavily on fluid-structure feedback system; forced vibration is likely to be inapplicable for studying nonlinear unsteady galloping.
For spring-suspended free vibration, it is necessary to exclude added damping and added stiffness (or equivalently, added mass) effects from total damping and stiffness identified from free decay response in zero wind speed condition. Classical equivalent linearization method is adopted to model the nonlinear added damping and added stiffness effects. Identification results indicate that both added damping and added stiffness are nonlinear and can be expressed as nonlinear functions of amplitude. It is found that the nonlinear characteristics of added damping effect are rather obvious, while that of added stiffness effects is considerably weak.
The reliability of proposed identification method is verified by implicit Newmark-β integration method, the calculated displacement is in good agreement with experiment over the whole sampled time history.
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